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LEGEND®

 INGROUND POOL CLEANER

Better tracking for faster, more                    
reliable cleaning.

When you want your pool cleaned quickly and completely, count 
on the Kreepy Krauly Legend cleaner. A host of design features 
combine to keep the Legend cleaner on the move, thoroughly 
cleaning most pools in just one to three hours.
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Automatic means automatic.  

There’s no fuss with the Kreepy Krauly Legend cleaner. 
Install it, set it on its way, then sit back and watch it 
clean your pool from the tile line to the pool bottom.

Debris channel
Debris channel and large 
intake throat handles leaves, 
twigs and other large debris 
with ease.

Oversized debris bag
Heavy-duty, large-capacity 
collection bag for easy 
maintenance requiring less 
frequent emptying. Twist-
lock design makes it easy    
to remove and replace.

Front-wheel drive
Creates better grip, stable 
maneuverability and maximum 
traction on inclined surfaces 
for fast and thorough 
cleaning performance.

Specially designed debris 
channel and massive intake 
throat
Removes both ultra-small   
and large debris—sand, dirt, 
bugs, leaves and more.

KEY FEATURES:

OTHER GREAT FEATURES INCLUDE:

LEGEND® INGROUND POOL CLEANER

Back-up valve
Built-in back-up valve activates 
every 3.5 minutes to ensure 
total pool coverage and to 
avoid hang-ups by steps and 
corners.

Booster pump 
Independent booster pump 
helps provide optimum clean-
ing power and unimpeded            
surface skimming.

Pressure relief valve
Built-in pressure relief valve 
helps regulate water flow and 
assures consistent travel 
speed for optimum cleaning 
performance.


